Open position for the Marie Sklodowska-Curie fellows at the
Center for Cognitive Science of Language
The Center for Cognitive Science of Language is an interdisciplinary research center
of the University of Nova Gorica. Our core expertise is in formal generative linguistics,
which we use as a foundation for engaging in other domains of language-related
cognitive science – especially language processing, language acquisition, bilingualism
and the relation between language and other cognitive abilities. At the focus of our
research are investigations of theoretically relevant syntactic and semantic/pragmatic
aspects of different languages. We strengthen the reliability of our data and analysis
assessments with the use of corpora, large judgment samples, and various behavioral
experimental methods (e.g. sentence completion, reaction times, developmental
tasks, eye tracking, ERPs). The Center possesses an EyeLink 1000 plus eye tracker
and a 64-channel Brain-Products EEG system for ERP research. For more information
about the research of our members consult their personal websites linked from the
staff page of our Center’s homepage at www.ung.si/ckzj/en.

Topic: Eye-tracking research on linguistic topic of candidate's choice
We are looking for a candidate to operate and perform experiments on our eyetracking equipment. We will support any type of studies that fall within the broad
research domains listed in the description of our Center above, but we can offer
strongest support in certain syntactic topics that have been of interest to us, which
includes the processing of agreement mismatches such as with hybrid nouns or
coordinated subjects, or the processing of silent elements such as silent verbs (e.g.
silent ‘have’) in sentences with Intensional Transitive Verbs.

Scientific requirements:
A PhD degree in linguistics, cognitive science, psychology or a related field.
Demonstrated experience in eye-tracking research. Demonstrated experience in
research on topics from the broad research domains listed in the description of our
Center above.

Contact person
Prof. dr. Franc Marušič (franc.marusic@ung.si).

